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After one year into the COVID-19 pandemic, the question is no longer whether we will return to normal but whether normal is what we really 
need. The pandemic has made clear that a sustainable development is not something nice to have but a necessity requiring to manage 
natural resources and take urgent action on climate change, so that the planet can support the needs of the present and future generations.

BforPlanet, the prime global event for sustainability, brought 
together 954 Barcelona attendees and 4.032 digital 
participants from 38 countries, including international 
business executives, opinion leaders and multi-stakeholder 
frontrunners from around the world to discuss how to 
promote the achievement of the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) set by United Nation’s 2030 Agenda and boost 
a greener economy supported by strong relationships and 
partnerships.  

With the motto “Planet in Need, Business in Action”, the 2021 
edition of BforPlanet focused on sustainability as a business 
opportunity, i.e., on the possibilities to expand, modify and 
generate new business models based on sustainable and 
inclusive development inspired by the SDGs. 

And it was not an out of the blue proposal. The report Better 
Business, Better World* indicates that achieving the SDGs 
could unlock more than US$12 trillion of market opportunities 
and create up to 380 million jobs by 2030. 

BforPlanet, the prime global 
event for sustainability

* Better Business Better World; Report of the Global Commission on the Economy and Climate, 2017.
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Inspirational keynotes like Odile Rodríguez de la Fuente, former 
Founder and CEO of Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente Foundation; 
Giorgio Busnelli, Amazon Consumables Director for Italy and Spain; 
Augusto López-Claros, Executive Director of the Global Governance 
Forum; or Felix Finkbeiner, Founder of Plant-for-the-Planet 
Foundation, among 83 speakers, made it clear that we ought to be 
the change we want to see in the world.

As urged by SDG number 17, the event also facilitated new alliances 
key to advance sustainable development and emphasized the 
necessity for all sectors of society to be proactive. The threat to the 
planet is everyone’s responsibility.

“Our aim is to advance the SDGs in business world,” said BforPlanet 
Director Alvaro Fernández. “The congress showed plenty of 
examples on how sustainability helps not only companies become 
more responsible but also create new jobs, generate new business 
models or transform them to be more efficient and profitable.”
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Therefore, for a couple of days, Barcelona turned into 
the epicenter of a fairer and more balanced way of doing 
business. For a reason: “Working to advance SDGs means 
fighting for the right to the future”, put Paco Lombardo, co-
Founder of BforPlanet. 

The Startups Pitch Competition, co-organized with AticcoLab 
to promote a more sustainable society and economy, was 
concrete evidence of that fact. Designable, a new approach to 
building in the city, was the lucky winner for bringing out that 
personalization is not a luxury, but a right. 

All in all, BforPlanet 2021 was a success. The sessions can be 
rewatched through the Tomorrow.City platform. The event will 
be back with a bigger Congress and Expo Area in 2022. 

https://www.tomorrow.city/
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Barcelona is a sustainable city closely connected with the environment and the protection of natural resources, especially caring for air 
quality and acceptable noise levels, and leveraging smart traffic solutions, green buildings, and green spaces to compensate CO2 emissions. 

Moreover, the city has developed an action plan for the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development, namely Barcelona 
Green Deal, based on three fundamental principles: 
Competitivity, Sustainability and Equality. This Green 
Deal should help the city adapt to challenges such as the 
ecological and digital transitions which have been speeded up 
by the pandemic. The new roadmap consists of 38 measures, 
including urban transformation to revitalize or create new 
strategic areas for economic activity, putting people and the 
planet at the center. 

In this light, the Barcelona City Council participated in different 
BforPlanet sessions by highlighting that green recovery, blue 
economy, and biomarkets, among other initiatives, will be a 
priority in the new normal scenario.  

Barcelona, 
a sustainable city
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These topics were developed on the following sessions*: In addition, the Barcelona City Council showcased several helpful 
projects to support companies in their path to sustainability.

• Agenda Barcelona 2030: The Recovery Plan for a   
Green & Digital Europe  

• Blue Economy: Living with the Oceans and from the 
Oceans 

• Gender Equality: a Must-Have for Economic Growth 
moderated by Alicia Egea, Director of Organizational 
Development and Quality at Barcelona Activa 

• MES Barcelona: A project promoting the installation of 
solar panels on city rooftops as a means of sustainable 
energy. This public-private project involves an investment of 
over 160 million euros, 50 million of which is public funding.

• Endolla Barcelona: An initiative to develop the largest 
public electricity recharging network in the State. It currently 
has 555 recharging points all around the city.

• Biomarket: A project to develop the new Mercabarna 
wholesale market for bio, organic and sustainable produce.

• B-Crèdits, An initiative to offer small loans of 12,500 euros.

• CreaFeina Plus A job creation initiative and services 
offered by Barcelona Activa’s Business Support Office.

With all these activities, the Barcelona City Council reaffirmed 
its strong commitment to fight climate change and move 
towards a better future for all.  
*All sessions are available on the Tomorrow.City platfom. 
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Partners.

SUPPORTED BY

HOSTED  BY COMMITTED PARTNERS

FEATURED PARTICIPANTS

ENDORSED BY

Our thanks to all the organizations that supported the event

ORGANIZED BY
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AMBASSADORS

LA VOZ DE LA INDUSTRIA DIGITAL
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MEDIA PARTNERS

FuturENVIRO
PROYECTOS, TECNOLOGÍA Y ACTUALIDAD MEDIOAMBIENTAL
P RO J E C T S ,  TE C H N O L O G I E S  A N D  E N V I RO N M E N T A L  N E W S

marron E pantone 1545 C
naranja N pantone 1525 C
allo V pantone 129 C
azul I pantone 291 C
azul R pantone 298 C
azul O pantone 2945 C
Future 100 negro

REVISTA TÉCNICA DE MEDIO AMBIENTE
RETEMA
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In 2015, Fira Barcelona launched Towards Zero Waste (TZW), a pioneering initiative in line with the European Commission’s Circular Economy 
strategy, aimed at reducing residual waste, saving resources, and ensuring sustainable events, focusing on people and the planet. 

In 2017 Fira de Barcelona was recognized by the Global 
Association of the Exhibition Industry as the best destination 
approach in implementing sustainability thanks to joint 
initiatives such as TZW, first implemented at Smart City 
Expo World Congress and later in other events such as IOT 
Solutions World Congress and iWater. 

As it couldn’t be otherwise, BforPlanet was conceived 
following the Towards Zero Waste precepts, as well as the 
Towards Inclusivity program ensuring that all attendees had 
an accessible environment. The event considered factors 
such as gender, disabilities, and languages in the planning 
of the agenda and site layout, aiming at guaranteeing that 
everyone was represented and had a voice.

The SDGs at
the core of the event
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Towards Zero Waste Actions

BforPlanet avoided the use of single-use plastics and utilized re-
usable construction materials. All drinks were in glass containers 
and water stations were available across the venue. Additionally, 
a special bottle made of glass, wood and cork was offered to 
attendees so that they could quash their thirst. 

Reducing the environmental impact of food is also a 
central focus of the Towards Zero Waste program, so 
leftover food was donated to ONGs. Menus prepared 
by Gastrofira committed to SDGs on responsible 
consumption and production, climate action, zero 
hunger and reduced inequalities.    

On the other hand, special containers for separating 
waste were distributed across the venue, and materials 
from several booths and community areas were 
donated and reused. 



Paper usage was reduced thanks to digital tools and 
badges were replaced by QR codes.  

All emissions generated by the event were offset 
through the CleanCO2 program enabling to buy Verified 
Emission Reduction Carbon credits. In this respect, Fira 
de Barcelona was recently awarded with the CleanCO2 
Certification which contributes to funding environmental 
projects such as reforestation actions in Panama or 
renewable energy investments in India.

Moreover, attendees could do the same with their emissions, and 
were encouraged to get around Barcelona via public transport. 
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BforPlanet wanted to put business to work for the planet and 
help fight climate change. Thus, it joined forces with Plant-for-
the-Planet initiative to reforest and contribute to livelihoods 
and biodiversity.  

Did you know that one trillion trees could buy us up to 15 
years to reduce emissions to zero? 

With the help of attendees, BforPlanet planted 5.134 trees!
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Towards a circular model  
Teresa Ribera, Third Vice President of the 
Spanish Government and Minister for the 
Ecological Transition and the Demographic 
Challenge made it clear: “We know enough not 
to wait for more to happen”. She also pledged 
to accelerate the transformation towards 
a circular model. Odile Rodríguez de la 
Fuente, Former Founder and CEO of the Félix 
Rodríguez de la Fuente Foundation, echoed 
that sentiment: “our economy cannot continue 
to be linear and extractive. We need to seek 
prosperity without growth”. How come? How 
are we going to prepare for the consequences 
of the unsustainable expansion of our global 
economy, wondered Augusto López-Claros, 
Executive Director of the Global Governance 
Forum.

Public-private partnerships as 
the engine of reconstruction 

With the lessons of COVID-19 in mind, several 
speakers enhanced that public-private 
partnerships are key to gear reconstruction. 
“The greatest challenge humanity has faced 
should become its greatest opportunity 
to reinvent itself and bring out all of its 
potentials”, said Odile Rodríguez de la Fuente. 
Yet are companies clear about the difference 
between greenwashing and green thinking? 
Cristina Sánchez, Executive Director of UN 
Global Compact Spain, highlighted that 
“the most important is to establish not only 
promises on the paper but also to define KPIs 
and a real commitment to act accordingly”. 
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“More than just talk”  
Yet, we still need to come up with “better 
institutional mechanisms that deliver 
solutions, not just talk”, underlined Augusto 
López-Claros. “The Paris Agreement is not 
an effective system to address climate 
change”, he stated, as governments are 
still subsidizing systems causing climate 
damage. Is it possible to reach SDG1 by 2030 
considering that extreme poverty raised up 
by about 120M in 2020? The real cause of the 
crisis the world is currently enduring has to do 
with the aggressive expansion of the global 
economy into habitats that were home to 
species carrying viruses for which we have no 
protection. “This will not be the last pandemic 
we see”, López-Claros concluded.

Companies with a purpose  
Daniel Truran, Managing Director at EBBF and 
BCorp Ambassador brought up the “emotional 
KPIs” concept. Is it possible to use business 
as a force for good? In fact, this is the main 
goal of the BCorp movement, which envisions 
to create a positive impact on society. 
Marcello Palazzi, Founder of B Lab Europe and 
BCorp Global Ambassador, specified that “the 
BCorp assessment, the impact assessment is 
totally stakeholder oriented”. This is the reason 
why “it’s important to align the interests and 
the activities of governments, cities, business 
and people.” “If you do it the smart way, you 
can be profitable”, he added. “There is no 
alternative to the 2030 Agenda to ensure 
the future of the coming generations”, said 
Rodolfo Lacy, Environment Director of OECD, 
who also enhanced the need to “reconfigure 
the global financial system to face the 
challenge of mobilizing resources and a 
change of mentality in society.”
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Equal but not the same 
Gender equality and empowerment of all 
women and girls, which is defined in SDG5, 
pervaded all the sessions. This is not a minor 
point, as Patricia Sanz, Vice-President for 
Equality, Human Resources and Institutional 
Culture, and Digital Inclusion of ONCE, 
stressed. Despite the progress made towards 
gender equality over the past decade, the 
gap between men and women across health, 
education, politics, and economics is still 
overwhelming. Yet we all can do our part to 
close it. But “we must do it now”, said Patricia 
Sanz, otherwise the situation will be the same 
in the future. “Every time we decide to do 
something or not to do it, we make an impact”, 
she concluded. 

The sentence could be also applied to the 
rest of SDGs. In the end, “we need to be the 
change we want to see in the world”. 

Cities as a powerhouse to change
Despite this negative picture, there’s still room 
for hope. “Cities have this transformative 
power to influence the way we live, the way 
we consume, the way we move around, the 
way we have leisure, the way we work…”, 
pointed out Gabriela Uchoa, Director of 
Brazil Cooperation for City Resilience Global 
Programme of UN-Habitat. They can address 
the cost of energy consumption, the cost 
of water consumption and other problems 
like hunger but they need to “create and 
share technical capacities”, she said. As for 
hunger and food waste, Joan Roca, Chef at El 
Celler de Can Roca, made it clear that cooks 
can give guidelines and concrete recipes 
or formulae so that people are aware that 
leftover food can be reutilized instead of being 
thrown away to produce more food, thus 
more impact. In the end, we should be “a part 
of nature, not living apart from nature”, as 
Odile Rodríguez de la Fuente pointed out. 
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If we want more sustainable cities, 
we need public transport. On the other 
hand, we need to assume new models 
of private mobility. And in this sense, 
innovation will be basic.

Miquel Rodríguez
Commissioner of 2030 Agenda, 
Barcelona City Council
Barcelona, Spain

For sure, at BforPlanet 2022, the 
objective should be to show good 
business practices, not only from the 
entrepreneurial standpoint, but also in 
relation to products.

We cannot be apart from nature; 
we have to find a way to become a 
part of nature.

I think events like BforPlanet should 
happen more and more. I think the 
SDGs from the UN are key because 
they draw a roadmap but now, we have 
to put it into action.

Odile Rodríguez de la Fuente
Former Founder and CEO Fundación
Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente
Madrid, Spain
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In Barcelona, we have translated 
the 2030 Agenda into the Barcelona 
language, into the Barcelona objectives. 
This allows us to set out priorities for this 
decade that we have ahead until 2030.

I believe that the best message 
of the 2030 Agenda is in the last of 
the Sustainable Development Goals, 
the number 17, when talking about 
partnerships for the goals. It is a very 
clear message that the world and the 
future of the planet depend on what we 
do all together.

Laia Bonet
Deputy Mayor, Barcelona City Council
Barcelona, Spain Antoni Ballabriga

Global Head of Responsible Business BBVA
Madrid, Spain

Today companies are increasingly 
incorporating sustainability into their 
strategies. This is no longer done because 
we have to report on it, because it’s 
interesting and nice, or because it helps 
motivate employees, which is all very 
commendable, but because it makes an 
economic sense, a business sense.

Medium and small companies 
need more time and resources to 
see sustainability not in terms of cost 
but in terms of opportunity and as a 
smart decision. I believe that events 
like BforPlanet can help generate this 
complicity.
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We have a lot of work to do in the 
circular economy. I think many people in 
our country have started working on it and 
are fully aware of its impact.

BforPlanet is one of those basic 
events: A meeting point, a good 
contribution combining theoretical ideas 
and elements of practicality, down to 
earth expectations which stimulate 
curiosity.

Marc Sanglas 
General Director of Environmental 
Quality and Climate Change, 
Government of Catalonia 

Barcelona, Spain

It’s important to show that the 
sustainability issue is not for rich people. 
It’s a matter of innovation applied to the 
business model, innovation in value, as 
they say.

Events like BforPlanet are super 
necessary as there are still people 
who believe that the positive social 
environmental impact is something that 
seems residual, but it really is at the core 
of the consumer and service business.

BforPlanet does a very good job in 
putting on the agenda several projects, 
initiatives, problems and opportunities 
that still have to be solved.

Andrés Perales
CEO Designable and winner of the 
BforPlanet Startup Competition
Valencia, Spain
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Barcelona has always been known 
for being at the forefront of technological 
revolutions. In Fira de Barcelona, in 1888, 
electricity was discussed and considered 
a transformation engine. And now, Fira 
de Barcelona and the city are hosting 
major international events that have to 
do with the digital revolution and the 
environmental revolution.

BforPlanet is directly related to the 
will of the city of Barcelona to lead 
the environmental debate, and to do 
so as indicated in its founding letter, 
with commitment and a public-private 
alliance with large corporations, which 
can help change the model.

Jaume Collboni
First Deputy Mayor,  Barcelona City Council
Barcelona, Spain

We already have many solutions, we 
already have reports and policies, but 
we need to be triggered to action, thus 
raise awareness, and this is the role of 
congresses like BforPlanet.

BforPlanet raises awareness among 
different sectors and fosters partnerships, 
bringing together different kind of actors 
to convene and talk... It creates a lot of 
synergies to make this collective effort 
towards climate action.

Gabriela Uchoa
Director of Brazil cooperation for city 
resilience global program, UN-Habitat
Barcelona, Spain
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We know that working on the quality 
of life, on climate change and on the 
SDGs is not just nice but necessary and 
we are doing it because we are aware of 
it and believe in its positive impact.

Raquel Serrano
Founder Fiixit
Malaga, Spain

We can all do our part to ensure 
gender equality. But we have to believe in 
it and do it now.

BforPlanet is an event with a 
significant international impact. I believe 
it’s essential to attract diverse people 
to talk about different topics including 
equal opportunities.

Patricia Sanz 
Vice-President for Equality, Human Resources 
and Institutional Culture, and Digital Inclusion, 
ONCE
Madrid, Spain
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I think the real challenge is to include 
more people in the definition of purpose.

If you apply the circular model the 
smart way, you can be very profitable.

BforPlanet is a beautiful event 
aligning the interest and the activities 
of governments, cities, business, and 
people… Otherwise it would be business 
as usual!

Marcello Palazzi
Founder B Lab Europe & BCorp Global 
Ambassador, B Lab Europe
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Food waste is a serious problem that 
we have as a society. What can chefs 
or restaurants do? Launch messages or 
even recipes on how to utilize ingredients 
that we do not usually use. Share 
imaginative formulas ...

BforPlanet is a very interesting event 
because I believe that it challenges 
companies, a very diverse sector, but 
also administrations. It challenges 
everyone, the domestic sphere, the field 
of specialists in very specific areas ... In 
addition, it is very well planned, so it’s an 
initiative which is not only very good but 
absolutely necessary.

Joan Roca
Chef, El Celler de Can Roca
Girona, Spain
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Visual Recap of 
the Congress Sessions

Graphic Recording is a Visual Thinking technique which translates 
into simple images and key messages what is being said live, 
during an event. It helps the audience in the process of questioning: 
questioning the problem, questioning the assumptions, and 
questioning the implications of the matters which are being 
discussed. Thus, it’s a valuable way of building shared knowledge. 
Here are the questions which arose from the BforPlanet21 sessions 
and some of the answers that speakers gave to the most pressing 
issues facing humanity.
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www.bforplanet.com Follow us:

Rewatch all the 2021 sessions
 at Tomorrow.City

https://www.tomorrow.city/

